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2019-2020 CHARTER SCHOOLS OFFICE REPORT
25 YEARS OF INNOVATION

78
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INTRODUCTION
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CHARTER SCHOOLS
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AS WE LOOK FORWARD

OUR TEAM

Dear Friends:
For the last 25 years, Grand Valley and the schools we
charter have been innovators in public education.

Philomena V. Mantella, Ph.D.
President 		

Together, we have been bold. We have empowered families
with choices and teachers with the ability to try something
new. We have proven that diversifying the educational
landscape — with schools focused on arts, math, and
science, or a return to a traditional curriculum — can and
does result in more children getting a better education. We
have shown that a college-going culture can be created for
all students from all backgrounds from all parts of the state.
We have seen how the ripple effect from what we do is a
catalyst for others to improve.
And, most importantly, we have proven that the power of
a big university can be harnessed in new ways to directly
improve the lives of children in Michigan’s elementary,
middle, and high schools. To us, they are more than
students. They are Lakers.
Our shared work has left an indelible mark on countless
people — past, present, and future. We’re proud of all that
has been accomplished.
What excites us, though, is not the past. It is the future.
Engaging in the charter community is one way, and
certainly not the only way, that our university advances
public education. Through our teacher preparation
programs, College of Education, and professional
development initiatives, Grand Valley supports teachers
and school leaders through all phases of their careers. Our
vision is to bring together professors, policymakers, and
practitioners to unite the best of our traditional work with
what we learn from our hands-on experience in innovation
in learning. Bringing these elements together will be
transformational in advancing how all teachers teach and
how all students are prepared for a life well-lived.

Robert T. Kimball, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for
Charter Schools

It’s a new, bold way of thinking, and the right way of
thinking to continue to evolve public education.
We look forward to you joining us as we move forward,
together.
With best wishes,
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CAMPUSES

The Laker Effect is the
collective impact of the
diverse Grand Valley
community on individual
students, West Michigan,
our state, and beyond.
The Laker Effect is a
force for positive change.
Lakers are driven by our
passion for learning and
using that knowledge
for the common good.
We make a difference
by focusing on others
and making lasting
contributions.
The Laker Effect
embodies these values
and sets us apart as
leaders, problem solvers,
entrepreneurs, and
advocates who help
shape the future.

24,033
STUDENTS

300+
AREAS OF STUDY

Mission
Grand Valley State University authorizes charter schools to join together
professors, practitioners, policymakers, and communities (3P+C) in new
ways to solve problems in education.

Vision
We strive to be the model university authorizer by accessing the
university’s collective resources and diversity to contribute to the
enrichment and constant improvement of all Grand Valley State
University authorized schools.

Values
At Grand Valley State University’s Charter Schools Office, the primary
focus is understanding complex problems in the GVSU network of schools,
facilitating the design of solutions, and advancing remarkable change
in teaching and learning. Our mission, vision, and strategic outcomes
reflect the seven core values. These core values provide a foundation and
framework for all of the Charter Schools Office’s decision-making processes:
• Excellence
• Integrity
• Inquisitiveness
• Inclusiveness
• Sense of community
• Sustainability
• Innovation
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1994

25 Years
of GVSU
Charter
Schools
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Former State Senator Dick Posthumus (right) shares history of Michigan’s charter law with Don Cooper,
Deputy Director for Charter Schools.

Joining the
Charter School
Movement
As part of a package of reforms designed to
inject choice and innovation into our state’s
educational landscape, then-State Senator
Dick Posthumus introduced legislation in 1993
allowing for the creation of new, tuition-free
public schools — charter schools — to empower
families with new options. This bill became law
on January 14, 1994.
Though a few other states had adopted
charter school laws, Michigan was the first
to allow public universities and community
colleges to grant charters to (or authorize)
groups wishing to form these new schools.
Then-GVSU President Arend (Don) D. Lubbers
was inspired by the prospects this held for
advancing education. Lubbers saw firsthand
how competition and collaboration between

universities led to innovation and
specialization in higher education. He
believed that similar outcomes were
possible for public elementary and
secondary schools.
Lubbers soon formed a steering committee
to explore the potential positive impact that
charter schools could have on teaching and
learning. The committee and its subsequent
work groups were comprised of leaders from
Grand Valley State University, school districts,
local businesses, and nonprofit organizations.
After months of exploring the community
benefits charter schools could generate,
Lubbers believed that Grand Valley should be
at the forefront of the movement. On June
1, 1995, by a unanimous vote of the Board of
Trustees, Grand Valley officially became one of
the first charter school authorizers in the state.
Throughout the next 25 years, Grand Valley
would continue to establish itself as a leader
in the charter school community. Families across

The “Why” Behind the Law
Learn the history of Michigan’s charter law
from Dick Posthumus at
nationalcharterschools.org/founders-library

Michigan sought out Grand Valley-authorized charter
schools because of their unique education models
that furthered the possibilities of public education.
In the 2019-2020 school year, Grand Valley
authorized 78 charter schools that served more than
34,000 students. These schools are located across
the state, allowing Grand Valley to help improve
the lives of students in 31 distinct communities.
Though test scores are just one measure of success,
on average, students attending GVSU-authorized
charter schools academically outperform their peers
in traditional public school districts.

President Emeritus Arend D. Lubbers launched GVSU’s
charter initiative.

The charter school movement is one that continues
to grow and shape education nationwide; Grand
Valley is proud to have joined in its earliest stages.
Since 1995, the GVSU CSO has kept its promise to
support Michigan families by providing new avenues
for children to learn and grow. As you read this
report, you’ll learn how Grand Valley has furthered
innovation in how charter schools are authorized
and supported, as well as how universities can
put their resources to work differently to directly
improve educational outcomes for children.

Dick Posthumus while serving in the Michigan Senate.
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1995
Above and right: Excel Charter Academy in its founding years

Taking Academic
Success to Scale
In September 1995, Grand Valley celebrated the
openings of the first three charter public schools it
authorized: Tri-Valley Academy in Muskegon,
West Michigan Academy of Hospitality Sciences
in Grand Rapids, and Excel Charter Academy in
Grand Rapids. Combined, the three schools served
approximately 350 students.

state. It has balanced new ideas for improving
the educational experience for kids and parents
while adhering to its core model, and its impact has
reached beyond Grand Rapids. NHA has worked with
founding groups to replicate this model in dozens
of other Michigan communities and eight other states,
many of which have experienced similar results.

Excel Charter Academy found quick success. The
school partnered with National Heritage Academies
(NHA), an emerging educational service provider
that put an emphasis on character trait growth, as
well as academic growth. This model was appealing
to parents. Before long, Excel Charter Academy
reached full capacity with an extensive waiting list,
soon prompting the founding of other charter schools
in the Grand Rapids area that utilized the same model
and management partner to meet this demand.

Excel’s success also grew to incorporate high schools
and led to the founding of Grand River Preparatory
High School in 2008. Today, Grand River Prep is one
of the State of Michigan’s leading high schools, and its
model has been replicated, founding five additional
Michigan high schools, all with similar success.

Excel Charter Academy’s long-term success has
provided a strong foundation for both Grand Valley and
NHA. State test scores consistently show that Excel is
one of the top-performing public K-8 schools in the
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The GVSU CSO celebrates how much Excel Charter
Academy has become a catalyst for expanding
educational opportunities throughout Michigan.
The school’s consistently high levels of
achievement continue to make it a leading
model for how other charter schools can make
a positive difference for families.

Excel Charter Academy founding board member Andy DeVries

A Pioneering Story
Learn more about Excel’s founding from Andy DeVries at
nationalcharterschools.org/founders-library.
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Advancing Common
Standards for Authorizers
In the earliest stages of Michigan’s charter school movement,
public universities that authorized charter schools developed their
authorizing procedures at a rapid pace. Rather than silo the university
in its own practices, Grand Valley’s leadership saw an opportunity to
work alongside others to design foundational statewide structures.
The unified effort resulted in a common high standard of compliance
and accountability that all universities involved agreed to follow.
This partnership was led by Tom Butcher, Grand Valley’s vice president
and general counsel. Butcher and the Grand Valley team observed that
prospective charter applicants may encounter different expectations
from different authorizers. To remove this variability, Grand Valley
collaborated with legal teams from the universities that had joined
the charter school movement at the time: Central Michigan University,
Eastern Michigan University, and Saginaw Valley State University.
Together, they developed a common framework for the charter
application and contract that would be provided to any organization
looking to start a charter school. The framework ensured that every
higher education institution held each hopeful school founder to the
same rigorous standards.
The belief that higher education institutions can combine their
resources and knowledge for better charter school authorization
stemmed from this initial undertaking. It also led to the creation of
the Michigan Council of Charter School Authorizers, which represents
the state’s most active authorizers. The council is currently chaired
by GVSU Associate Vice President for Charter Schools Rob Kimball,
Ed.D. In addition, it led Grand Valley to convene higher education
authorizers from throughout the nation annually, to share with, and
learn from, each other’s leading practices.
The GVSU CSO understands that great results are rooted in a strong
vision and thorough planning and links with others who also have
this understanding, to collectively find universal solutions to familiar
hurdles. Over time, each improvement only leads to better outcomes.
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1995

GVSU Vice President and General Counsel Tom
Butcher (above) was key in shaping common charter
oversight and accountability standards (below).

Creating a College-bound Mentality

In 1996, Grand Valley’s Board of Trustees
authorized Black River Public School, a
middle/high school in Holland that was founded
by parents. They envisioned starting a school
designed to help students excel in college, even
imparting college-going habits in the
middle-school students. The school was ahead
of its time, striving to make sure each student
was growing and ready for higher education in
an era well before this was a focus of state and
national policymakers.

Today, Grand Valley authorizes 20 charter schools
that serve high school students. Some of these
schools promote college readiness by exposing
students to college-level curriculum through
advanced placement courses, dual enrollment, or
early/middle college options. Others task seniors
with semester or year-long projects that culminate
in a presentation in front of a panel, similar to
thesis defense. While each school may use a unique
preparation method, all are helping students carve a
path for success — to and through college.
These schools are supported by a dedicated team
at the GVSU Charter Schools Office whose sole
mission is to help more students go to college
and succeed while they are there.
Grand Valley welcomes its responsibility to
authorize schools that are committed to giving
students a clear and supportive pathway
toward earning a college degree.

Students gather for an assembly at Black River Public School in Holland.

1996

As the charter movement was gaining traction
across Michigan, many schools focused on
elementary or middle school education. High
schools were often specialized, typically focused
on giving students experiences that would
prepare them immediately for the workforce.
One GVSU-authorized charter school became a
pioneer in an area that had yet to be addressed:
college preparation.
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Fearlessly Testing
New Methods
for Teaching and
Learning
A core reason why Grand Valley chose to authorize charter schools
was to live out one of its values — innovation. The university saw
charter public schools as a way to utilize unique education systems
and services to find what might work best for elementary and
secondary students. Through chartering, space could be created
for education innovators to rethink classroom characteristics and
expand the possibilities of what a school could offer.

Students enjoy time at play and at work in schools managed
by the Foundation for Behavioral Resources.

In 1998, Grand Valley authorized two charter schools — Arbor
Academy in Battle Creek and Oakland Academy in Portage — that
were launched in partnership with a small organization called
Foundation for Behavioral Resources (FBR). These schools were
designed to give families a charter school experience unlike any
other in the state.
Headquartered in Augusta, FBR’s focus was to intentionally create
small schools serving students in kindergarten through sixth grade.
The student-to-teacher ratio in each classroom never exceeded 10:1.
Their idea was grounded in research that indicated the benefits of
lower ratios. By implementing the 10:1 ratio, FBR saw a new way to
help students get more individualized instruction.
This model proved to be successful; students thrived because
of the focused attention they received. The number of schools
adopting this model, and the grades offered by these schools,
increased as a result of this success. By the 2019-2020 school year,
the network of schools FBR partnered with had grown to establish
five schools that served families in the Kalamazoo/Battle Creek
area, with three of them serving middle school students.
Today, schools outside of FBR’s network are using these types
of methods to engage students. This is evidence of how ideas
pioneered in the charter school community can more broadly
impact public education.
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A core reason why
Grand Valley chose to
authorize charter schools
was to live out one of its
values — innovation.

1998
15

2003
Rewarding Results for Students
Charter public schools have historically shown they
can do more for students with less financial resources
than their traditional public school peers. As charter
schools became more established in the early 2000s,
Grand Valley made an unprecedented move to
encourage academic success while bolstering each
school’s capacity for fiscal sustainability.
In 2003, the GVSU Charter Schools Office established
the Academic Grant as a new avenue for financial
support between an authorizer and charter schools.
Since its introduction, the grant has been available to all
GVSU-authorized charter schools. It is awarded based
on each school’s ability to meet specific requirements
related to student academic performance and
professional education requirements.

Total grant amounts are determined by the number
of students each school serves. For example, a school
may earn $10/pupil if it meets the grant’s academic
requirements and $10/pupil for training requirements.
If the school serves 500 students, then it could be
awarded up to $10,000 through the grant.
In 2018-2019 alone, the GVSU CSO awarded $600,000
to schools through the grant, making this the largest
program of its type in Michigan.
These funds can be used at each school’s discretion for
student enrichment, professional development, or other
purchases that support the school. It can provide funds
for innovative projects that offer incredible learning
experiences. With each improvement the schools make
as a result of the grant, the ultimate winner remains the
same: the children.

In 2018-2019, the GVSU CSO awarded

$600,000
to schools through the Academic Grant.

“On behalf of Hanley International Academy, we want to extend our thanks
and gratitude for the academic grant bestowed upon us by Grand Valley
State University. The monies will insure the continued ability of Hanley to
provide for our students and allow us to do even more in terms of extra field
trips, new technology, and new learning opportunities.”
– Jeffery M. Leib, Board President, Hanley International Academy
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Stewarding the Idea
Learn more about how President
Murray advanced charters at:
nationalcharterschools.org/
founders-libraryrary

GVSU's third president, Mark A. Murray (right), discusses how he propelled the university's charter initiative.

Easing the Compliance Burden

In 2004, the GVSU CSO redesigned its
compliance procedures to incorporate the
latest technologies through the creation of
the Charter Schools Office Portal (CSOP), a
Web system that changed information sharing
between the GVSU CSO and charter schools.
Charter schools’ board members and school
leaders used CSOP as a tool to access school
data, legal documents, and resources. It was
highly praised by teachers and principals
because it gave them a new way to easily find
information related to their schools. It also
subtly encouraged educators to embrace a
shift toward digital correspondence.

The CSOP laid the groundwork for more
Web-based applications that would improve
transparency. It led to the Board Portal,
which allowed schools and education
service providers to continuously monitor
student and organizational performance
online. It also gave the GVSU CSO the ability
to better collect required documentation
and ensure schools acted with legal integrity.
The CSOP and the Board Portal both
streamlined and increased the quality of
the compliance process, which resulted in
time and resources savings that are better
used to support teaching and learning.
Grand Valley understands that systems that
work well still have room for improvement
and seeks gaps in current practices to
build bridges for additional school data,
efficient communications, and even
better results.

Mark A. Murray

2004

Grand Valley’s decision to authorize charter
schools further and further away from the
main campus in Allendale created a need to
enhance day-to-day authorizing practices. It
also opened the door for the Charter Schools
Office to transform itself by implementing
technologies that had become available in
the new millennium.
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Harnessing the
Power of Real-time
Student Data
Having a clear understanding of where each student is
at academically and how much learning has occurred
is essential. This allows teachers to more effectively
individualize instruction. It also allows Grand Valley, as
an authorizer, to understand how much progress is
achieved toward the educational goals in each school’s
charter contract.

2005

Grand Valley saw the advantages that come with having
real-time student data for both oversight and school
improvement purposes well before it became standard
practice. Since 2005, the GVSU CSO has partnered
with the Northwest Evaluation Association (NWEA) to
provide all schools authorized by GVSU with access to its
Measurement of Academic Progress (MAP) tests at no cost.
NWEA’s online assessments were unique at that time
and remain one of today’s leading assessments. The MAP
is computer-adaptive. That is, the test modifies its content
based on student responses. This allows it to measure
student growth, which was something not possible on the
state assessment in 2005, but necessary for charter schools
to determine their impact on student achievement.
Receiving data in real time, rather than waiting months,
also allowed teachers to improve instruction immediately.
Experience from this long-term partnership with NWEA
positioned Grand Valley as a leader in data-driven
instruction and interventions. Members of the CSO are
often invited to present at NWEA’s conferences to share
how to train teachers on the appropriate application
of assessment data to their lesson plans.
As the testing landscape continues to change, Grand
Valley’s commitment remains the same: To understand
each student’s individual needs and empower GVSUauthorized charter school teachers and administrators
with the tools needed to adapt to those needs.
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The CSO’s Alissa Thelen presents at an NWEA conference (above).
A student at a GVSU-authorized charter school sits for the
computer-based NWEA MAP test (below).

2007
Bringing Transparency to Performance
and Accountability
Obtaining academic excellence requires a school
community to understand its current level of success
and identify what still needs to be accomplished.
School board members and leaders also need to
be well-informed to make decisions that can propel
student achievement. Grand Valley’s dedication to
excellence puts it in the forefront of developing clear,
concise performance reports that assist charter school
communities to better meet the needs of their students.
Every school that receives a charter from Grand
Valley is contractually required to set and meet
academic performance goals. To make it easier for
board members and school leaders to see how well
the schools were meeting their goals, the GVSU CSO
developed the Comprehensive
Performance Report in 2007.
This report displayed vast
amounts of assessment data
from state tests and a nationally
normed assessment test that
measured student growth in a
user-friendly format. This report,
and others like it, have helped set
the standard and redefine how
accountability and performance
is reported for all public schools.
The report, known today as the
School Performance Report,
provides details on student
proficiency and growth. It
also shows a school’s overall
performance compared to
nearby schools with similar
population characteristics, along
with an analysis of each school’s
operating capacity that offers

insight about each school beyond its test results.
Ultimately, the report can be used by administrators,
board members, and community members to evaluate
the current state of teaching and learning occurring
within the school. It empowers stakeholders to
start holistic, analytic-driven discussions about
what needs to be done to help the school collectively
move forward.
The GVSU CSO is committed to creating new ways
for stakeholders to access and understand school
performance. By making data a cornerstone to all
performance conversations, families can better
ensure that their charter school and its authorizer
are maintaining high standards.

An early version of the Comprehensive Performance Report
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Bob and Ellen
Thompson,
founders of
the Thompson
Foundation

A graduating senior from University Prep Science and
Math High School Class of 2019 receives a class gift from
PSAD board member John Cleary.

Growing the “90/90” Mission
From 1994 to 2009, the number of schools that state public universities could
authorize was capped at a total of 150, with restrictions on how schools could
grow. This cap was reached early on, preventing people and organizations from
opening or growing new, innovative schools that could better serve children.

A student celebrates
graduating from Henry
Ford Academy: School
for Creative Studies
(now University
Preparatory Art
and Design.)

One school with a promising model that was limited in its growth was University
Preparatory Academy (UPA), which was authorized by Grand Valley in 2000. UPA
launched in partnership with the Thompson Foundation, which had a mission
to maintain at least a 90-percent graduation rate and a 90-percent college
admissions rate. The school originally offered middle school grades, but expanded
to a system of schools that began serving high school students in 2003 and
elementary students in 2005.
From the beginning, Grand Valley worked in close partnership with UPA to foster
a college-going culture and remove barriers that may have prevented its students
from going to college.
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The Michigan Legislature recognized the promise that schools like UPA offered
for students in our state’s largest city. It passed a new, targeted law allowing for
15 schools like UPA to be chartered outside of the cap on university-authorized
schools and serve more students in campus-like environments. The law was put
into action in 2008, when control of UPA was transferred to a special publicly

2008
appointed school board that was designed to
govern multiple public schools: the Public School
Academies of Detroit.
This new structure allowed UPA to continue its growth
by adding a second elementary school. It also allowed
for the launch of the University Preparatory Science
and Math school system in 2008 and the University
Preparatory Art and Design school system (formerly
the Henry Ford Academy: School for Creative Studies)
in 2009.
Today, the nine schools under these three school systems
serve more than 5,400 Detroit students in kindergarten
through grade 12. Their high schools are recognized as
some of Detroit’s best. Though each offer a different focus,
they all maintain commitment to the original “90/90” mission,
which is becoming a standard in urban education today.
The foundation that was created at Grand Valley to support
UPA students’ college success has also grown to help
students in the 20 high schools we now authorize to achieve
their college-going dreams. This demonstrates the statewide
impact that one school with innovative ideas can have
on children.
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Guiding Students Toward
Their Greatest Goals
Grand Valley strives to provide students with
knowledge that allows them to pursue their dreams.
The motivation to help others better understand the
possibilities higher education offers is an integral
aspect of our work with K-12 students, as well. Each
year, the GVSU CSO creates a variety of opportunities
for young learners to explore the curiosities they have
as they reach the next major step in their lives.
Grand Valley established the first major piece of its
programming for CSO students in 2009 with the
creation of the GVSU CSO Summer Camp (now
called College Prep Week). Over the next 10 years,
the program efforts expanded to include experiences
related to art education; science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM); youth mentorship;
college preparation; and career exploration. Each year,
more than 4,000 students in our schools create a

Students from GVSU-chartered schools visited the Allendale
Campus during College Prep Week.
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2009

strong relationship with Grand Valley through one-day
visits or week-long, immersive experiences.
The GVSU CSO’s array of student programming is
designed to show a clear pathway filled with supports
for getting young adults to college and succeeding
once they’re there. Each offering allows students to
learn directly from Grand Valley students, faculty,
and staff. This deliberate, hands-on approach builds a
lasting bridge that students trust.
By connecting with students early and often, they
understand that Grand Valley is deeply committed to
their intellectual, professional, and personal growth.
Introducing them to new information and resources, as
they advance through the school system, gives students
the tools they need to reach heights they may not have
thought were within their grasp.

A student explores STEM-based careers during College Prep Week.

2010
Pioneering the
Digital Classroom
Innovation requires bold decisions. It also
requires a dedication to testing cutting-edge
ideas that have the potential for profound
results. In education, innovation leads to the
types of groundbreaking solutions Grand Valley
seeks when evaluating new ways to serve
students.
In 2009, state law was changed to allow for
the creation of two cyber charter schools that
provided full-time online education. In 2010,
the GVSU Board of Trustees embraced the
innovation mindset to support K-12 education
in a way nobody in Michigan had done before
— by unanimously approving the authorization
of one of Michigan’s first cyber charter schools:
Michigan Virtual Charter Academy.
Within years of opening, Michigan Virtual
Charter Academy was serving as many as
5,000 students across the state, many of whom
did not have access to school choice in their
community or could not access a brick-andmortar public school.
As online education has grown, it has been
revolutionary for countless Michigan students.
While Michigan Virtual Charter Academy
is no longer authorized by Grand Valley, it
still provides families an enriched learning
experience tailored to their individual needs.
Because of the bold actions from the GVSU
Board of Trustees, the university was a catalyst
for an educational transformation that has truly
touched each corner of the state.
A student at a GVSU-authorized charter school participates in a
computer-based lesson.
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2010
Walking Hand-in-Hand
With Our Schools
Every innovation in education starts as a simple inquiry
and a belief that improvement is possible. As an
authorizer, Grand Valley strives to stimulate inquiry
among educators in the schools we charter. By
encouraging them to investigate their teaching
environment, we’re helping them uncover new ways
to better serve students.
In 2010, Grand Valley’s CSO introduced the Learning
Network, a continuous school improvement series, as a
new opportunity to bring together educators from each
of our schools to solve problems in education. Since its
inaugural year, teachers and principals have used the
Learning Network to study shifts in school culture, literacy
comprehension, leadership, student interventions, and
much more. The annual sessions are facilitated by Richard
Lemons, Ed.D., the executive director of the Connecticut
Center for School Change. In its latest iteration, Lemons
taught participants how to redesign observations to
mirror medical rounds.
The Learning Network plays a beneficial, significant
role in many schools’ annual professional education
plans. It helps educators create a community to explore
the successes and hurdles each encounter in common
problems of practice, even when working in significantly
different school settings.
Grand Valley strives to develop school support structures
that bridge the gap between questions and answers.
Working in partnership with GVSU-authorized charter
schools to better understand our day-to-day issues, GVSU
CSO simultaneously constructs a path toward obtaining
knowledge that leads to groundbreaking change.
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Richard Lemons, Ed.D., executive director, Connecticut
Center for School Change, (above) and school leaders who
participated in the Learning Network led by Lemons (below)

Providing Common Data to
Inform Strategic Charter Growth

2011

In 2009, the state Legislature encouraged a new era of charter school growth by allowing for the replication of high-performing
charter schools outside of the 150-school cap on university authorizers. This replication was limited to areas of the state with
below-average graduation rates.

University authorizers and school operators alike needed common data to help inform where new public charter schools could have
the greatest impact for children. GVSU quickly developed a Web tool to meet this need.
The tool was called MiSchool and was released in 2011. The website was a mapping application designed by the CSO and the Dorothy
A. Johnson Center for Philanthropy at GVSU. It was made available through the Michigan Council of Charter School Authorizers.
For the first time, authorizers and operators alike
had a common data set that allowed them to have a
conversation to identify areas of need. Parents could
also use MiSchool to enter their home address and
quickly see all school options that were located nearby.
Users could then further filter the results by variables
like type of school and grade levels offered. MiSchool
also automatically retrieved each school’s most recent
state data, giving users a concise overview of the
school’s demographic and academic profile.
As the cap on university authorizers was lifted in 2012
and more people and organizations utilized MiSchool,
the tool added depth and breadth to the information
it displayed. Before long, the website also included
information on school finances and student support
systems like special education, English language
learner programs, and early childhood education. This
added information allowed authorizers, operators, and
parents alike to make better decisions.
Grand Valley prides itself on identifying community
needs and delivering resources that solve them.
Though the site was phased out as other tools became
available, MiSchool established a common, data-based
foundation for making decisions. By removing the
confusion that can come from too little or too much
information, Grand Valley empowered people and
organizations to make confident choices that created
more choices throughout the state.
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2012

GVSU President Thomas J. Haas presents a Master’s of Education degree to a graduate.

Investing in Our Educators

As education environments shift, it is imperative for
educators to continuously collect new knowledge
and tools to better meet the needs of their students.
This can be challenging work, but it is vital for each
child’s success. That is why Grand Valley develops
multiple avenues for teachers and principals to grow
professionally and become enduring education
leaders. This core belief led to the creation of the
GVSU CSO’s Master of Education scholarship.
The scholarship opportunities became available in
2012 to individuals employed at GVSU-authorized
charter schools. Applicants were eligible for the
scholarship if they held a full-time position requiring
a teaching or administrator certificate. Scholarship
recipients would receive a 50-percent tuition
reimbursement from the GVSU CSO after completing
each semester of their coursework.

Scholarship support has significantly grown since
it was first introduced. Aside from the 50-percent
tuition reimbursement, scholarship recipients can
now earn 80-percent tuition coverage if they have
five or more years of employment at one of our
charter schools. Now, the scholarship also covers
all graduate courses offered by Grand Valley’s
College of Education, along with select courses in
the Integrative, Religious, and Intercultural Studies
Department.
Thanks to the scholarship, approximately 150
educators receive more than $1 million in tuition
reimbursement during the most recent academic
year. More importantly, they are sharpening their
expertise to be better classroom and building
leaders for years to come.

$4,000,000

awarded since M.Ed. scholarship was introduced
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Developing an
Educational Hub
in Detroit
As GVSU-authorized charter schools grew to serve
more students in metro Detroit, the GVSU CSO
recognized a need for an enhanced way to support its
schools in the area. It was proposed that the university
narrow the distance between campus and the schools.
In the spring of 2013, Grand Valley opened the GVSU
Detroit Center, its first facility located on the east side
of the state.

Students from GVSU-authorized charter schools in Detroit cut the ribbon to
open the GVSU Detroit Center (above). Former Lt. Gov. Brian Calley delivers
remarks at the 2019 Detroit charter board reception (below).

The Detroit Center has become a second home for
Grand Valley’s CSO and our charter schools located
in southeast Michigan. Its central location in the city
makes it a primary space for continued learning.
Dozens of professional educational seminars,
conferences, and community events are held there
each year, giving Grand Valley faculty and staff
members a space to enhance their connections with
the community. It is also a place where leaders in the
charter schools movement periodically convene to
share best practices and advance common interests.
As the CSO continued to grow, it provided a dedicated
staff to support this office, which meant there were
more people who could quickly attend to our charter
schools’ needs around Metro Detroit. Teachers,
principals, and board members who visit the Detroit
Center can connect with CSO staff members who have
decades of experience navigating the city’s education
environment.
Grand Valley believes that part of its duty as an
authorizer is to ensure that administrators and teachers
who work at GVSU-authorized charter schools have
easy access to university resources to help them
flourish. This facility is one way GVSU fulfills that belief.

2013
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Propelling Research
Partnerships to
Advance Education
Grand Valley is always exploring new methods to better understand and
tackle challenges that educators face. The GVSU CSO readily embraces
that proactive approach. As one of the largest higher education institution
authorizers in the nation, it is able to narrow the gap between professors
and the research environment. The GVSU CSO collaborates with university
colleagues and fellow academics to test innovative solutions that can
improve teaching and learning.
Grand Valley’s CSO started its journey to become a driving force in
education research initiatives in 2014. That year, it worked with GVSU
Athletics to determine if research-based literacy strategies used in an
elementary school setting could also work for older students who struggled
to read. The athletes learned the strategies and then used them to mentor
teenagers in GVSU-authorized charter schools at the high school level.
This first project led to an enthusiastic push for deeper evaluations of
K-12 practices. Today, the GVSU CSO works alongside Grand Valley’s
College of Education to lead cohort learning groups that investigate
methodology around leadership and differentiated instruction. These
groups are composed of teachers with varying levels of expertise who
work alongside Grand Valley faculty and staff members. Additionally, the
GVSU CSO established a collaborative with other university researchers
to continuously study literacy instruction. Findings from the collaborative
are used to implement strategies for significant improvement in student
reading performance.
Through its strategic research partnerships, the GVSU CSO has been able to
provide the latest innovations in education to countless teachers. As a charter
school authorizer, GVSU values every new detail that can enhance school
systems to scale and propel excellence in charter schools by continuously
seeking more significant data that can result in actionable outcomes.
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2014

2015
Angie Koppang (second from left) from AdvancED announces the recommendation
that GVSU receive full accreditation.

Leading the Way
in Accreditation
The core function of a charter school authorizer is to
ensure each school it oversees fulfills the requirements
of its charter contract and state and federal laws, rules,
and regulations. Grand Valley prides itself in going
above and beyond the basic responsibilities and believes
that the depth and breadth of its authorizing practices
helps schools create unparalleled learning experiences
for thousands of students. Grand Valley's commitment
to excellence holds it accountable to stakeholders and
pushes it to be a leading example for other authorizers.
In 2015, Grand Valley became the first higher education
institution in the nation to receive accreditation for its work
as a charter school authorizer. A third-party review team
determined that the GVSU CSO significantly surpassed
expectations for charter school authorizers. Their
recommendation for the five-year maximum accreditation
came after the review team interviewed more than 120
stakeholders from the university and charter schools
authorized by Grand Valley. They also reviewed hundreds
of pieces of evidence that supported Grand Valley’s work
as one of the nation’s leading authorizers.

The accreditation demonstrated Grand Valley’s
commitment to strong educational oversight and the
impact on the charter schools authorized. It also marked a
significant step toward increasing standards, transparency,
and accountability for charter school authorizers across
Michigan and the nation. Grand Valley is currently one
of only five higher education institutions to receive
accreditation for its authorizing practices.
The accreditation process required collaboration from
countless members of the university and charter school
community. Such unified efforts continue to make Grand
Valley a leader in authorizing as the charter school sector
continues to evolve.
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Building a Student Teacher Talent
Pipeline to Detroit
As a charter school authorizer, Grand Valley has the
rare capacity to deploy a wide array of university
resources toward solving problems in K-12 education.
This gives every GVSU-authorized charter school access
to professors, campus learning spaces, and student
programming, among countless other support structures.
Schools also, crucially, have access to each wave of
undergraduate students who are preparing to become
professional educators.
In 2016, the GVSU CSO saw this access to students
as a potential avenue for simultaneously helping the
budding teachers and charter school communities. This
led to the creation of the Detroit Charter School Student
Teaching Scholarship. The scholarships are available to
GVSU undergraduate education students who choose
to complete their student-teaching requirements at
GVSU-authorized charter schools in Detroit. In return, the
students gain experience teaching in a school outside of
West Michigan, and the cost of tuition for that semester is
covered by the Charter Schools Office.

2016

In the 2019-2020 school year alone, the CSO covered
approximately $80,000 in tuition and additional fees for
students who utilized the scholarships. A handful of previous

scholarship recipients now work in the charter schools
where they completed their student-teaching assignment,
helping these schools mitigate any staff shortages.
Introducing unique links between the university and the
charter schools it authorizes creates more opportunities
for innovative problem-solving. Fresh ideas can be
uncovered with each new development, and solutions
can be quickly implemented to keep moving kids and
educators forward.

$80,000
The approximate amount
covered in 2019-2020 in
tuition and fees for
students who utilized
the scholarships.

Detroit Student Teacher Scholarship recipients for Fall 2019 semester
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2017
Bringing Diverse Voices to the
Chartering Process
One of Grand Valley’s seven core values is community. To ensure that the
university’s chartering strategy, authorizing practices, and school support initiative
were aligned with the needs of the communities it served, Grand Valley created
a special panel from a variety of university and external stakeholders to provide
advice and guidance.
The seven-person group is known as the Charter School Advisory Committee
(CSAC). Its members include leaders from the GVSU Board of Trustees, other
divisions of Grand Valley, the National Charter Schools Institute, and The Skillman
Foundation. The committee conducts extensive reviews on items like the CSO’s
recommendations for new school openings, a change in an existing school’s grade
configuration, or a proposed site change. This extra layer of oversight ensures
that each action has been thoroughly vetted before it is presented to the Board
of Trustees for their consideration and appropriately meets the needs of the
impacted community.

CURRENT CSAC COMMITTEE
Thomas Butcher, J.D.
Vice President and General
Counsel, GVSU
James N. Goenner, Ph.D.
President and CEO, National
Charter Schools Institute
Susan M. Jandernoa
Board of Trustees, GVSU
Robert T. Kimball, Ed.D.
Associate Vice President for
Charter Schools, GVSU
Mary L. Kramer
Board of Trustees, GVSU

Even though the CSAC was
Sherril Soman, Ph.D.
established in 2017, its roots can
Dean, College of Education, GVSU
be traced back to when Grand
Valley first became a charter
Punita Dani Thurman
school authorizer. The university
Vice President, Program and
would often seek the advice
Strategy, The Skillman Foundation
from groups of community
leaders to gauge their interest in
charter schools and learn exactly
how Grand Valley could best
provide educational support.
The meetings would include prominent figures in education and
philanthropy. The CSAC carries on the spirit of those early collaborative
sessions in a more formalized format.
Grand Valley embraces the elevated level of accountability placed upon
the university from internal and external stakeholders. A consistent critical
assessment of the GVSU CSO's actions pushes it to make the absolute best
decisions for kids and families.
Education and community leaders gather for a monthly
meeting at GVSU, circa 1998.
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2018
GVSU Associate Vice President for Charter Schools Rob Kimball, Ed.D., (second from
right) discusses the CSO’s professional education programs on FOX 17.

Expanding Professional
Education Programs
Part of Grand Valley’s duty as a state public university
is to remove barriers to knowledge. Giving curious
people better access to information allows them to
grow intellectually and professionally. Their ability to
find the answers to their questions is the driving force
behind improvement, especially as they encounter new
expectations for sustained success.
As the demands placed upon teachers grew, Grand
Valley saw that educators from all types of schools
across Michigan were asking for more high-quality
professional learning. The university answered that
call prior to the 2018-2019 school year, when the
GVSU CSO announced key shifts in its professional
education offerings.
The first major change was to make all workshops
hosted by Grand Valley’s CSO free to every educator
in Michigan. This gave public and private schools more
flexibility related to their annual professional education
plans. Rather than spending their existing funds on
registration fees or other professional development
costs, they could send their staff members to
Grand Valley for thousands of hours of programming
at no charge.
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Educators solve problems together at a CSO professional
development workshop.

Additionally, the GVSU CSO diversified its program
delivery methods to better match what teachers were
seeking. While many teachers still enjoyed meeting
face-to-face, others wanted more Web-based learning
and continuous learning on a single subject. In response,
the CSO introduced blended cohort opportunities
where teachers would meet at least once each month in
person or online while focusing solely on literacy, school
leadership, or educational technology. In response
to the COVID-19 pandemic, the CSO further modified
delivery methods to provide professional learning by
webinars to equip teachers, school leaders, and board
members with needed information during this crisis.
Grand Valley celebrates the desire that Michigan
teachers have for new ideas by creating more programs
that promote inquiry. It remains committed to keeping
them on the forefront of every educational development
and connecting them to exciting innovations they can
take back to the classroom.

To fully understand the successes and challenges
schools experience, it is imperative for charter
school authorizers to maintain engaging
relationships with the public officials who govern
charter schools. Such relationships should promote
open communication dedicated to the integrity of
the partnership and the decisions being made for
students and families.
In 2018, the GVSU Charter Schools Office
developed the Charter Board President Advisory
Committee to meet this need. Comprised of seven
to 15 charter board presidents, the committee is
designed to enhance the connections between
the publicly appointed school boards and Grand
Valley. It does so by bringing attention to common
problems of practice across the portfolio and
suggests how the GVSU CSO can better support
school board governance efforts.

To ensure all voices have a chance to be heard,
the committee is relatively fluid; members can
serve for two consecutive years before ceding
their seat to a new board president. The committee
is also composed of board presidents from a
variety of Michigan communities. This allows
board leaders to see the large issues that they are
collectively facing, and it provides the capacity
to explore solutions through diversity of opinions
and knowledge.
Amplifying the communication channels between
Grand Valley and charter school boards leads
to efficient, effective solutions that can be
implemented at any school. Detailed collaboration
at the governance level promotes strong
oversight and helps each GVSU-authorized
charter school meet the high expectations
placed on it by its community.

2018

Amplifying the Charter School
Board Voice

The Kalamazoo Covenant Academy board of directors discusses student performance data.
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2019
2019 Charter Teacher of the Year Joel Hockin

2017 Charter Administrator of the Year Chanavia Patterson (second from right) and
members of the Detroit Enterprise Academy board of directors

Recognizing Outstanding
Teachers and Leaders
Families expect to find exceptional instruction and student care when
they enroll their children in a GVSU-authorized charter school. The
teachers and leaders within the schools authorized by Grand Valley
have proven they can help students reach their full potential. This
level of consistent, high-caliber work has put a spotlight on many
GVSU-authorized charter school teachers and administrators over the
past 25 years.
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2019 Charter Administrator of the Year Koree
Woodward (second from left) and GVSU CSO
team members

Each year, the Michigan Association of Public School Academies
(MAPSA) presents awards that honor the best charter school teacher
and charter school administrator in the state. Candidates for each
award are based on nominations from parents, teachers, school
leaders, and community members who select educators they see
going above and beyond.

MAPSA AWARD WINNERS
FROM GVSU-AUTHORIZED
CHARTER SCHOOLS
CHARTER TEACHER
OF THE YEAR
Fran Oleson –
Black River Public School (2002)
Amanda Brown –
Oakland Academy (2006)
Peter Middleton –
Black River Public School (2011)
Meggan McMurtie –
Forest Academy (2012)
2013 Charter Administrator of the Year Shawn Leonard

The process for selection is rigorous. MAPSA follows up with hundreds
of nominees for additional information. Teachers are asked about the
innovative ideas they implement in their classroom, while administrators
are asked to share results that focus on topics like teacher retention,
student growth, and community partnerships. Nominees are then
considered for the award by an external panel of judges, including
legislators, education leaders, and past award winners.
GVSU-authorized charter schools have always been well-represented
in the awards since they were introduced in 2002. A total of 13
educators from our schools have won an award — seven teachers and
six administrators, the most from any authorizer. In 2019, both award
winners came from GVSU-authorized charter schools, making it just
the second time that one charter school authorizer swept the awards.
The other time occurred in 2016, when both winners also came from
GVSU-authorized charter schools.
The winners also represent a variety of communities across the state.
Some from Detroit, others from the greater Grand Rapids area, and
a few from smaller communities in between. The dispersal of awards
shows the breadth of talented educators throughout Grand Valley’s
entire portfolio, no matter where the school is located.
Grand Valley is proud to have been a leader in education for the past
25 years. Honors like the MAPSA awards give credit to the excellence
that is found in GVSU-authorized charter schools. It also speaks to
the excellence that the university expects from itself as it strives to
continue leading innovation in education for the next 25 years.

Jennifer McMillan –
Detroit Achievement Academy (2015)
Ron Brown –
Taylor Preparatory High School (2016)
Joel Hockin –
University Prep Science and Math
Elementary (2019)

CHARTER ADMINISTRATOR
OF THE YEAR
Dave Angerer –
Black River Public School (2003)
Bill Knoester –
Excel Charter Academy (2004)
Shawn Leonard –
East Arbor Charter Academy (2013)
Shannon Brunink –
Black River Public School (2016)
Chanavia Patterson –
Detroit Enterprise Academy (2017)
Koree Woodward –
Grand River Preparatory High School
(2019)
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As We Look
Forward

Students who attend GVSU-authorized charter schools are our future doctors,
scientists, engineers, tradespeople, and more. They will solve problems not even
contemplated today. As they grow, so will their world, expanding first by blocks,
then by miles, and by cities as they go to and through college. All of the joys that
life has to offer is ahead of them.
As we look forward, we know that it’s our responsibility to guide them toward
their greatest dreams. We must prepare them academically, socially, and
emotionally to experience this joy and to lead a life well-lived.
The central challenge that we will face over the next 25 years is how to best fulfill
this responsibility. While every school must operate with integrity toward law and
the charter contract, and every school board must exercise great stewardship
of the public trust, the true measure of an authorizer’s impact is more than just
“compliance.” It is whether the schools they charter achieve results for children.
This is challenging work. It’s why we focus our attention on more than our
required duties. What we will do throughout the next 25 years is not yet
mapped out. Our initiatives will change as we try new things, replicate what was
successful, and learn from what did not work. Our theory of action, however, will
not change:
• We believe that big, public state universities can and should continue to engage
as charter school authorizers to directly help improve K-12 education. Continuing
to create symbiotic relationships within our university for the schools we charter
will be a top priority.
• We believe that better answers await us. Our approach toward school
improvement must be disciplined by improvement science. We will assess
problems with an open mind and open heart, and partner with others to solve
them.
• We believe that children are better served when we learn together. Just as we
seek to learn from others, the best of what we do — our professional learning
programs, our research, our best practices — will be shared.

Detroit Achievement Academy

We embrace this challenge because the children shown here — and the tens of
thousands of current and future students — deserve nothing less. And because,
as Lakers, it’s our job to lead the way for the 25 years that lie ahead.

Ever onward.
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2020
Michigan Mathematics and Science Academy

University Preparatory Academy Middle School

Walker Charter Academy

East Arbor Charter Academy
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Our Team

Elliot Avis

School Consultant

Don Cooper

Michael Cousins

Deputy Director for
Charter Schools

Rajeshri Gandhi
Bhatia

Director of Detroit
Operations
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Bill Barker

School Support
Specialist

Manager of
Communications

Barry Hall II, Ed.D.

Manager of Charter
through College Programs

Matt Cawood, Ph.D.

Sarah Constable

School Consultant

Office Coordinator

Cheryl EdwardsCannon

School Consultant

Sherri Hall

Rob Kimball, Ed.D.

Brooke Franklin

School Consultant

Executive Assistant

Associate Vice
President for
Charter Schools

Jayme Lesperance

Jeff Maxwell

Manager of Teacher
Development

School Support
Specialist

Maria Montoya

Alyson Murphy, J.D.

Manager of School and
Community Partnerships
(Detroit)

Alissa Thelen

Instructional
Leadership Specialist

Director of
Governance and
Compliance

Amirah Vosburgh

Manager of Marketing
and Programs
(Grand Rapids)

Wendy Miller

Christina Mireles

Director of School
Support

Community and
School Coordinator

Danielle North

Ram Ravikumar

School Consultant

Manager of
Data Analytics

Matt Missias, Ph.D.
School Consultant

Cindy Shinsky

Affiliate Faculty, GVSU
College of Education (Special
Education Specialist)

Jill Weber

Reading Specialist
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